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Introduction. How the format was born.  
 

It all started in LA in 2012. I was finishing my movie and had to skype with
our Moscow office. As you  know Bazelevs produces new feature films
every year, including our famous comedy franchise Yolki  (Christmas trees).
My good friend and long-time collaborator Olga Kharina was supposed to
show me sketches  of new Yolki poster. In order to get my notes she shared
her screen with me.  

*Screen-sharing is an option to show your screen to someone in real-time
when working together on a  document or in the same app.

I checked out the poster, shared some of my thoughts and we changed the
subject talking about a new  script. But Olga forgot to un-share her screen.
And at some point I realised that I was watching her screen. While  talking
to her I realized that she was simultaneously doing several other things at
the same time. She was  ordering food for delivery, writing messages to
someone, deleting and typing again – «I can’t go now, I’m busy,  this
producer is torturing me». At first I was shocked by realization of what is
happening but I also couldn’t stop  watching. Minutes later I switched the
sharing myself. But for this couple of minutes I gained an opportunity to 
 enter an intimate world of a different person. I realized that everything we
feel and think gets reflected on our  desktops and devices if we are sure no
one sees them except for us. That’s the place where we are absolutely 
 sincere.  

When observing the desktop from aside you can see how private message
is typed. It starts with «I will  come tomorrow», then it gets deleted, «maybe
Monday», that gets deleted as well, «sorry my laptop got  broken». This
means when looking at other person’s desktop we can recreate the thinking
process that is hidden  deep inside our mind. Even the «choreography» of
mouse means a lot. The mouse moves to close the window,  than stops and
freezes, «thinks», than resumes it’s movement and finally closes the
window.  

In traditional movie there would have to be a voiceover involved to explain
that. «It took me a while to  come up with what to say and I finally made up
my mind...» In this new format the viewer gains an opportunity  to look
inside the main character’s head. When I realized that I started thinking
what stories can be told using  that format with us been on the screen of
the protagonist.
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Part 1. First Screenlife projects 
 

1.1 How did the first movie get made?  
Unfriended (2015)  
Directed by – Leo Gabriadze  
Screenwriter – Nelson Greaves  
Produced by: Timur Bekmambetov, Neson Greaves, Jason Blum, Alan
Khamoui, Adam Sidman,  Kathleen Switzer  
Genre: horror  
Production budget: $ 1 000 000  
Total worldwide boxoffice: more than $ 64 000 000  
Story:  
Usual night after school. Two lovers Blaire and Mitch add their friends to
the Skype conversation  – Adam, Jess, Ken and Val. They get joined by a
mysterious Billly227 whom they don’t know.  Everyone thinks it’s a glitch
until he starts typing. Billy wants to know who uploaded the shocking 
 video of their classmate Laura Barnes that made her commit a suicide.
And Billie won’t stop at  nothing to get to the truth. Friends think they can
just hang up and leave the chat but things are  not that simple. 
 

I had an assistant – Nelson Greaves whom I told about the format and asked
him to come up with the  idea for a feature where we are on the main
character’s desktop. Later he pitched me a story that became the  Unfriended
movie. For Nelson it was his first script of a feature film. It was a story about
a girl who commits a  suicide because of her classmates bullying her. Year
later she resurrects as a ghost ion the computer screen to  have her revenge.
It was a story about how a deceased person can be reborn in a digital world. It
was a genre  movie – horror film, to be precise. Since we knew how to make
this movie and none of the expensive  equipment was required, we greenlit the
project.  

I have a partner and my good friend – Levan Gabriadze, who just like me likes
to risk. I told him «why  don’t you fly over and we try and make this movie». He
came to LA and we started the production. Year and a  half later the movie
was done. 
 
In the meantime I was talking to many studios and producers in the US
convincing them why such  movies need to be made but people were
sceptical. Than we made the movie and showed it to other filmmakers  but
everyone still thought it’s just a gimmick. Until we got an award in Montreal
that attracted a lot of attention  to the movie. We were lucky and Jason Blum
of Blumhouse Productions that produces a lot of great genre  movies,
believed in our project. We partnered on the movie and that allowed to
distribute the movie theatrically all around the world.

Since than, the movie that cost less that 1 million dollars grossed all around
the world more than 64  million dollars. That excludes digital distribution.
Basically, that one of the most succesful movies in the US  boxoffice that year
(based on the production budget compared to the theatrical gross). The
movie also got the  MTV People’s Choice Award. Since the movie was about
the tennagers, those were the teenagers who reacted  instantly. The theme of
cyberbulling when young people online humiliate and troll other users is very
close to  that target audience.
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I don’t really remember, but approximately 100 million people viewed the
trailer of this revenge horror  story. And back than I thought – we made it and
broke the wall that was preventing us from making Screenlife widespread. But
that never happened.  

American filmmaking is very consistent and technical. And most of the people
are into anglo-saxon  legislative principles whet it’s all about the case-law. So
everyone decided it was a stand alone precedent and  the audience will never
want to see anything like that again.  

But I saw the situation differently.  

I think just like anyone else I spend at least 4 hours every day next to my
desktop or smartphone which  makes it 4 hours of my wake time daily. I’m
doing that because I like it. When I get a chance I check my phone  and open
my laptop. No matter where I’m and what I’m doing, I start checking my email,
latest news and  recent text messages. While doing that I can expand my
knowledge, fall in love, find and lose friends. What’s  most important it always
deals with making a moral choice that’s been made on the screen. I choose
who I go to  dinner with and whom to tell lies to. From aside nothing is
happening, I’m just looking at my device. Real story  unfolds in my head and
on the screen itself. This life is equally important to me as the physical one.
That’s what  the life of modern person is like.  

So my logic was as follows, ¼ of all the TV-shows and movies about the every
day’s life need to be  happening on the screens. There is no way around that.
Look at people surrounding us, in cafes, cars in the  parks and family
gatherings, they all have their laptops open and smartphones in hand, living
their lives on their  screens.  

If you place a traditional camera, use a crane or shoot an average individual
form a helicopter, you want  see much. Just a person who is starring at his
screen. What we can’t see is his screen that is filled with dramatic,  emotional
and amazing events that affect both life of an individual and the outside
world. Maybe it’s a hacker  who is quietly sipping his latte in a cafe and at the
same time controlling a plane thousands of miles away. Or  maybe he just
stole a million dollars. Back in the days there was a cliched way of showing
robberies in the  movies – masked gangsters were entering the bank shooting
into the ceiling and disarming the guards. But how  about one man doing all
that from a distance while having his meal?  

That’s when I realized that traditional movies are not capable anymore of
telling a story about our modern life uncovering all of it aspects. When you go
to a theatre to watch a modern movie you’ll see that main  characters feel old
as if they are from 90s or even 80’s. These movies look old school. We don’t
really pay  attention to it but if you take a closer look you’ll see these people
live their lives not like we do. They always  run, shoot someone with a gun, join
car chases etc. This looks old for one reason, - we don’t see their real life  on
a screen. It’s as simple as that.
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1.2 NEW SLATE OF SCREENLIFE MOVIES  

Back in 2015 right after the success of Unfriended we launched another 7
projects that utilized the Screenlife tech.  

It was important for me from the very beginning to prove to the audience that
Screenlife is not necessarily about horrors. That’s why we launched
completely different projects including thriller, detective  story, comedy and
fantasy. It was important to give it a test-drive in different genres.  

Three years later we have 7 movies that are getting released one by one.
What’s most important they are  released theatrically. That’s very important
for me because that’s how they were meant to be. Even though  when
watching those on a laptop or phone adds authenticity to the experience, I
wanted to make REAL movies.  It’s not just digital media or an experimental
thing, it’s a way of telling traditional stories about human spirit,  about the
characters and their emotions in a completely new way.  

Here are those 7 projects:  
Our second movie Searching (2018)
  

Directed by – Aneesh Chaganty
  
Screenwriters – Aneesh Charanty, Sev Ohanian
 
Produced by: Timur Bekmambetov, Sev Ohanian, Natali Quasabian, Adam
Sidman, Igor Tsay,  Maria Zatulovskaya and Ana Liza Muravina.  
 
Genre: thriller  
 
The movie got the NEXT audience award at Sundance 2018 as well as the
Alfred Sloane prize for  using science and technology as a theme. Sold to
Sony Pictures Worldwide Acquisitions for 5 000  000 $.

The movie premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in January 2018. It tells a
story of a father (John  Cho) who is looking for his missing daughter. He uses
the laptop she left behind in order to find some clues.  He’s been helped by
the police detective (Debra Messing).

Our third movie Unfriended: Dark Web (2018)

Directed by – Stephen Susco  

Screenwriters – Nelson Greaves, Stephen Susco  

Producers: Timur Bekmambetov, Nelson Greaves, Jason Blum, Pavel
Bozhkov, Todd Breau, Majd  Nassif, Adam Sidman, Couper Samuelson, Ryan
Turek  

Genre: horror  

The movie premiered at the South by Southwest (SXSW) Film Festival in
Austin in March 2018. It  became a stand-alone sequel for the box-office hit
Unfriended.
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Our next movie Profile, (2018) 

Directed by – Timur Bekmambetov  

Screenwriters – Brittany Poulton, Olga Kharina, Timur Bekmambetov, based
on the novel by  Anna Erelle  

Produced by: Timur Bekmambetov, Olga Kharina, Pavel Bozhkov, Behjamin
Greenacre, Majd  Nassif, Adam Sidman, Rick Sobalvarro, Igor Tsay, Maria
Zatulovskaya 
Genre: thriller  

Logline: British investigative journalist uses her fake online account to
uncover a huge ISIS  recruitment network in the Western Europe. Contacting
the recruiter on a daily basis turns her  life into a dangerous game of cat and
mouse.  

This is a thriller showing how dangerous things can be in the internet. Later I
realized that more or less  most of our movies touch upon that fear. The
movie premiered at the Berlin International Film Festival in  February 2018
winning the Panorama audience award with more than 28 thousand viewers
voting for it.  

Basically, every movie mentioned above was getting audience awards at
different festivals. That proves  that hardcore critics are still sceptical about
the format whereas ordinary moviegoers accepted it.  When Profile premiered
in Berlin in a 800-seat IMAX theatre with Atmos sound system it was the first 
 time in my life when I saw a 20-meter wide computer screen and people
mesmerized by it, crying, laughing  and following the main character just like
in a usual movie.

Our fifth movie was Liked (2018) 

Directed and written by – Marja-Lewis Ryan  
Produced by: Timur Bekmambetov, Adam Sidman, Ana Liza Muravina, Maria
Zatulovskaya  
Genre: comedy  
Logline: Jimmy and Chad are best friends. Jimmy is smart and funny and
contsantly ends up in a  friend zone of all the girls he likes. On the hand
Chad is a true womanizer. Once Chad meets Roxy  but unlike everyone lese
he doesn’t know how to ask her out. He has to ask Jimmy to use Chad’s 
 Facebook account and charm the girl on his behalf. But as we know there is
nothing kept secret that will not come to light.

This comedy is a modern take on a classic play Cyrano De Bergerac about a
computer geek helping his  stupid friend to hook up with a girl only to
suddenly realize he has fallen in love himself. He has to make a  tough choice,
either to keep on helping his friend or start a game of his own.  It was after
this movie when we realized there can be different stories told using
Screenlife.  We started making movies happening on computer screens but
than we figured out that phone screens  are also a nice medium for that since
80% of the content gets consumed using smartphones.
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Our sixth movie was Followed (2018)  

It’s about a group of young people just like in Unfriended, who decide to go to
an abandoned asylum to  live-stream from there and get more subscribers for
their channels. At some point they realize that all their  viewers have
disappeared and there are only 12 people following them now. It comes as a
shock when they  figure out all those people’s names coincide with the names
of the victims killed in the asylum. That’s when the  story starts unfolding in a
completely new direction. And it’s a horror movie of course.  Since we our an
international production company, we make movies not only in the US but also
in  Russia.  

Our seventh movie is The Party (2018)  

Directed by Roman Karimov it became the first Screenlife movie made in
Russia. It centres on the  young man who after a crazy birthday party wakes
up in an unknown apartment not been able to remember how  he ended up
there. Locked up inside, he uses the computer as a gateway to the outside
world and tries to r create the events of the previous day. He has to do his
best to save his upcoming wedding and convince his  future father-in-law he
still loves his daughter. Thematically it reminds Hangover happening online.  

Our eighth project is Romeo and Juliet, with a story unfolding on the phone
screens of two lovers.  

What’s gonna be next? Fantasy. Or a disaster-movie? Because if God forbid,
something catastrophic will  happen in the real world, that’s how people all
around the world will se it – as a video stream from witnesses  on social
media channels.  

We keep on experimenting with new genres in Screenlife.
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Part 2. Main aspects of the new film language.  
Screenlife that we created is very different from traditional filmmaking. This
unique film language has 10 several key differences compared to classic
filmmaking:  

More authentic compared to traditional filmmaking.  

What makes it truly unique is it’s believability.  

There are several ways of achieving that. We usually do an extensive research
since the entire world seeing the movie exists in the internet and can not be
faked. We analyse huge amount of data when doing  preliminary research
finding references for our characters and stories. For instance, in Profile our
main  character is the journalist investigating ISIS. We researched enormous
amount of terrorist sites that recruit  young girls. I’m sure most of the security
services around the world have got us in their sights.  

Strong attention to details.  

When following our character on the screen we see how he thinks, when, for
instance, he is picking up a  password. We know and understand everything
happening on the screen based on our own experience in the  everyday life
unlike the traditional movies.  

Once we screened a movie to a focus-group and I asked them afterwards
what they thought of it.  Everyone liked it but I felt they were not telling me
something. Finally one of them said that the main character  when he was
sending an email to his friend didn’t place a dot between «gmail» and «com».
So they guy was  curios how did the email got to the recipient. These tiny
details get easily noticed by the audience since they  know this life just as well
as we do. Whereas in traditional movies people sometimes don’t notice
continuity  issues when a main character enters the frame in on jacket and
leaves it seconds later in completely different  one. This happens because it’s
not really important. On the contrary, in Screenlife movies people keep track
of  everything because it’s something they know really well.  

What makes the movie even more appealing is the intimacy of what’s
happening on the screen and  the moral choice itself.

Our device screen is a private territory that tends to stay off the limits. So
when watching a movie, our  audience feels they are spying on someone,
witnessing how moral choice is made. Actually any drama deals  with the
moral choice made by the character in a certain situation and the
consequences he has to face for that.  While on the screen it’s easy to see
how decision is made. In a movie that’s happening on a computer screen we 
 see how the mouse moves around, it represents the point where the main
character is looking at. That brings us  to another unique feature:
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ADDITIONAL WAYS OF CONTROLLING THE AUDIENCE’S ATTENTION.

There are a couple of tricks here. First of all we can do that by moving the
cursor around. The audience  will follow it. Depending on where we need the
attention, we move the arrow in that direction.  But there are some other more
deliberate ways of doing that.  We can highlight a text with a different colour
of font to make the viewer read it.

Another way of controlling the attention has more of a conceptual approach
to it. It’s Classic Screenlife  versus Evolved Screenlife. There are two major
types of Screenlife movies. The first one is where we don’t  tell the audience
where to look at. That’s how Unfriended was done. There are no artificial
zooms there, no  score, no traditional soundtrack. This is the old school, or
Classic Screenlife. The story tends to unfold in real  time and all the sounds
we here are the real computer ambience audio. If we need the music, we
make the  character use his Spotify or iTunes and we listen to a music that
the main character hears at the same time. So  we are finding ways of doing
same things that traditional filmmakers do when inviting the orchestra and 
 bringing a composer on board. We stuck to this approach when we worked
on Profile as well.  

In Searching we used an Evolved Screenlife that got created by Aneesh
Chaganty who directed the  movie. He worked for a long time with Google
shooting commercials for them. He brought in this complex  technique of
controlling the audience’s attention. He liked experimenting with different
angles, using zooms  and music soundtrack. We call this approach Evolved
Screenlife.  

WITHOUT SHOWING THE CHARACTER THERE ARE WAYS OF DEPICTING HIM
WITH  HOW HE HANDLES HIS DEVICE  

The way how people communicate is stored on the Internet. All this remains
for a long time in  correspondence, in chats. Everything is saved. You can
imagine not only what it says, but also HOW it was  written. When the
character wrote, then erased, then searched for some other, more appropriate,
the right words.  And we study all that before the launch of our films.  

For example, what we call typing - the way you type text, it says a lot about
you, very much tells to the  others: about your or your character’s thoughts. It
is very interesting to watch how person formulates thoughts,  changes their
course, refuses original intentions, suddenly comes up with something
completely different, often  the exact opposite.  

The same applies to scrolling*  

*Scrolling — the form of presentation of information in which content (text,
image) moves in a vertical or  horizontal direction. Thus, the scrolling does not
change the contents, but as it moves the “camera”, changes the object of  your
attention. 

The way how quickly or nervously your character is scrolling, says whether
about the dynamics of his  character, or about the urgency of finding
important information for him.  
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Further. As it was already noted, the character can manage the soundtrack of
the film. But not only that -  he can also mix the film himself. There is a
process of reducing the sound in traditional film, when the director  chooses,
when and what to do “louder-quieter”: in this moment the music must be
louder, and then noises must  be louder, and then suddenly should be some
unexpected sound effects.  

In our screen-life format, there is the ability to do so that it’s all is done by the
character himself. He can  turn on any music that he likes, make it louder or
quieter as needed. We even can see how the volume changes  clearly in chart
form and in the form of “stripes”.  

Or some kind of slider* on the website.  

*Slider is a special element of web design, which is a block of a certain width,
often in the header of the  web page. Its main feature is the changing elements
in the manual or automatic mode - pictures (slides), texts  and links.  

When the character uses the slider, we see that he attracts the attention
which information is important  for him and which is not. In addition, the use
of the slider greatly diversifies the visual imagery on the screen.  Thus,
everything that makes our character is part of the statement, a part of his life.
Sound effects that  are installed on the computer of the character. The way he
watches some kind of video (with sound or without).  Or he talks with
someone on Skype at the same time, for example, and we hear what is
happening at this  moment in his room, in his world, in the space of the
character himself, and how the sounds of his own  computer are added there.
All this is very important for telling the story and for conveying the character
of the  heroes.  

THE DIRECTION OF AUDIO DIFFERS FROM THE CLASSIC FILMMAKING.  

An interesting thing was discovered by us in the film “Profile”. Will tell you
more about it.  You know, usually the cinema screen is a window into the
world of film. Birds or airplanes can fly on  the screen, the cavalry can race
noisily, trains can move with a crash, or something exciting and even 
 unbelievable can happen. The language of traditional films means that you
look at the screen as to the window,  and there, behind it, it is the world of the
film you are watching.  

Recently, with the advent of 3D glasses, the world of the film bulges a little bit
out of the screen, gets  out - not much, thank God, and it feels like this world
got a little bit closer to you. But in our case, we suddenly  discovered that we
are dealing with completely different laws, fundamentally different.  

What do you see on the cinema screen in the Screen Life format? It seems to
be just the computer screen  of the character. Accordingly, his sound world is
located in the cinema hall around the audience. For example,  your character
is sitting with laptop at a railway station. In this case, the sound of a train will
appear not from  the screen of his laptop (the screen on which the viewer is
looking), but, for example, from his back, if the train  goes behind character’s
back. Or if there is the barking dog ran, it also barks not on the screen. 
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Even if you see it on the screen in the event that our character is talking with
someone on Skype at this moment, and the dog  got into the field of view of
the built-in camera of the laptop of the character. Even in this case, the sound
of her  barking will go from the hall - the side from the viewer, from which side
the dog is to the character, only  mirrorlike.

This is a fundamentally different use of the sound palette, how to work with
sound. This does not mean  that you need to do so. We have comprehended
these new patterns, but any rules, of course, can be violated. For  example, we
hear the sound of any car that moves to the character, and the viewer sees it
in the window of  Skype, but if you want to enhance the feeling of horror of the
viewer, you can “let” the sound of the car into the  room. And then it will turn
out that the world from Skype’s window has already entered your life - the life
of  the viewer, your cinema hall or the room where you watch this film. It is an
artistic technique already. This is  interpretation of reality, and the reality itself
is very simple - it is the screen of another computer on which you  are looking
at, just very large. The sound that comes from the screen is the sound from
the computer speakers,  and the rest of the world is located in the cinema
hall.

We’ve just started researching all of these patterns, and in the process make a
lot of interesting  discoveries. Awaiting you if you join to work in this new
format.

OTHER KINDS OF ARTISTIC SOLUTIONS. 

I have the education of production designer in the cinematography. Usually a
specialist of this  profession is engaged in visual space of the film, space of
the character and his entourage. And it was very  interesting for me to
discover other ways of expression, and other artistic solutions in the new
format. For  example, when we look at the screen in a screen-life film,
someone there must turn on Skype or FaceTime, or  another camera, so we
can see what is happening in the space in front of the computer screen. It can
be a  restaurant, an apartment, a waterfall - anything, where a character is at
the moment with his laptop. And usually,  the production designer is engaged
in the search, preparation and arrangement of what is in front of the camera. 
 In our case, this also happens because the character is in some interior or
exterior. And the camera sees it. But  not only that.  

For example, the heroine is sitting in a room, we see its interior, we have to
invent and reconstruct it.  But in the screen-life, the key question is that the
artist is also engaged in what is happening on the computer  screen of the
girl. This is also the world of the heroine, which you need to come up with. It is
necessary to  create all the folders, to understand what is the kind of her
screen: what is a picture on her screen saver, in what  order (random or
pedantic) are all icons, folders and files? In this case, the props of the film is
not only what is  standing or lying in her room, the props also that is on her
screen: all folders, all photos, all favoUrite pages,  anything.  

The whole world of the character must be created. To do this, we start to work
long before the filming, as usual in the cinematography. We’re starting to
record his screen and think of how he interacts with him. 
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Key  question: the whole world must be created before you start shooting so
that the actor could interact with the  real, not the empty screen, not just
pretend that he is clicking somewhere. It does not work, we tried that. Goes 
 very bad, not convincing. In our first film “Unfriended”, actors did not always
see what is happening on the  screen, they imagined it. And it was very
restrictive, limiting for them. Therefore, now we obviously need to  create
everything that happens on their monitors in advance and give them the
opportunity not just to play, but  to actually call, receive SMS and really react
to them.

By the way, it is interesting fact that the film “Profile” is the first film in the
history of cinematography,  which was shot on two continents
simultaneously. That is, not in the sense that it was shot first here, then there.  
But simultaneously - the heroine was in London, and the character was in the
Middle East. Two film crews  were simultaneously both there and here, and
also at the same time, recording began after the command  “motor” both in
Cyprus and in London. It was very important that the heroes actually talked to
each other  across continents. This made their game absolutely reliable, there
was absolutely powerful chemistry. Of  course, it was possible to shoot her
separately, then him separately, and then paste the window of the Skype 
 screen at the post-production studio. But we decided that we should try to do
this as close as possible to reality,  and we did. Our set was 3000 km in size.
And this our decision also concerned the artistic part of the film.  

Part 3. Basic features of producing a Screenlife movie.  
Screen-life format is developing, new methods of film language and ways of
artistic expression emerge  all the time. But there are some basic features of
the production process that are better to be known and  followed. Although
this does not mean that they will forever remain a dogma that cannot be
broken.  Nevertheless, we will list these features - perhaps it will help
someone to save time and money, so as not to  “reinvent the wheel” yourself.  

WRITING A SCRIPT  

The best way to write the script for screen-life film is in the first person, as
typically traditional scripts  are not written, which are written in the third
person. For example, in the traditional script, the author writes:  “Peter goes
and sits down, opens the computer.” In our case, we write as follows: “I’m
Peter, turning on the  computer, entering password, see my screen of the
monitor, where there is...”. This presentation in a greater  manner conveys
that feeling which should happen later, in the screen-life film. And the more
detailed the  description of each action on the screen, the better. Because in
real life, the password may be not correct,  because, for example, we forgot to
change the input language. Or because, like the girl’s father in “Profile”, we 15
have not entered our laptop.

Frequently asked question: is it necessary that the action took place entirely
on only one desktop? So far,  we tend to this rule most often. But, maybe you
will do it differently in your film . There will be 3 working  screens, and the
action will switch from one to another. I don’t know that. I only know that we
have tried. And I  assure you, it is possible that every next new film will go
further and further from this rule.
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If you shoot your film right after the “Profile” or after the film “Dnyukha” by
Roman Karimov, in three, four, five films after the  one we have released, if
you are going to stay long with your own production, it may turn out that no
one wants  to watch what was done before. They will want something new, to
have 4 screens or even more. But, at the  moment, it is a single screen that
concentrates the viewer’s attention to be with the character, almost merging 
 with him, empathize with him and, to some extent, to live his life.  

Another often asked question before writing the script, what is the target
audience of the screen-life  films? Whether these films are close to people
over the age of 50? Like me. Of course, there is a difference  between the
audience who was born and grew up in a time when there was no Internet, and
people who just  have no idea how to do without the Internet? The difference
is not related even with the understanding of what  is happening in the film. I
assure you that the films “Search” or “Profile” are equally understandable to
the  young and the elder generation. We tested these films. There is a slight
difference in 5-10% of the total. That is,  about 80% of young people and about
75% of people over 35-40 years old like and understand these films. This  is
due to the fact that even grandmothers are “power users” now. If you watched
the film “Yolki”, there is such  character as Baba Manya, who learned to
operate a computer and use the Internet. By the way, the elderly still  like to
play computer games, it has been proved that it helps against Alzheimer’s
disease.  

LIMITATIONS ENCOURAGE CREATIVITY  

Another of the frequently asked questions: is it mandatory that 100% of the
film’s timing is on the  computer screen or can it be used as an artistic trick to
use something else? It is understood as the “normal”, traditional shooting.

Again, there are no rules in the life and work. Just believe, we know how it will
end. Of course, you can  do anything you want. To shoot films where you can’t
see anything except the computer screen or phone - it is,  in itself, a
provocation, a violation of the rules. And this violation greatly stimulates the
creative process. For  example, you want to show how a character who sits in
front of the computer suddenly turned off everything,  thought, and scratched
his head. But you can’t do that, because he turned everything off. We don’t see
it. And  these are restrictions, but they provoke the creators to come up with
new forms, new ways of conveying the  action, telling the story. Therefore, I
specifically try to limit myself and my colleagues in expressive means, 
 exclude cameras in order to simply find a new film language. This is a purely
tactical action.  

Here is an example. In the “Profile”, I decided that the whole film will take
place on the screen, but the last scene when our main heroine meets with her
boyfriend, everything happens traditionally, and will be filmed  with normal
cameras in the café. We decided to shoot this scene in London. We rented a
restaurant, set the  camera, the light, brought the actors, as usual. And
everything is clear. I stared into the lens, choosing point and  thought that the
camera should go left to right. Or right to left. No, from left to right will be
better. Then I  thought: “And what’s the difference?” And I caught myself
thinking that I shoot films all my life, where for  some reason I often try to get
a defocus behind the actor, and that there was some beautiful yellow spot
there.  
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My friend, a magnificent cameraman, Sergei Trofimov, helps me all my life to
look for these spots. And  suddenly it became wildly boring. Because this all
does not matter, in comparison with the fact that I was  tormented earlier on
the decision, how to show that after the character turned off the screen, his
head ached. Or  how to show that the heroine in “Profile”, in fact, decided not
to tell the truth to that guy who is a terrorist. And  these tasks are so new and
unusual that became uninteresting to deal with the angle and the defocus
behind the  actor, think how to make it, a completely traditional picture, more
beautiful, in general.  

And the creation of a new aesthetic is interesting. When we talk about the
image of what we see on the  Skype or FaceTime screen or anything else,
even the style of this image itself is more interesting aesthetically.  Bleached
colours, some grain. This is a new aesthetic pleasure, because our today’s
world consists of this, and  not of what they show me every day, in films shot
by some other good directors.  

I used to be constantly thinking, how can I do the same as they? Hell, I just
can’t do that. I have no  budget, no famous actors whom I can put in the
frame. How can I make such interesting and a real film? And  this inferiority
complex destroys a huge number of creative people, because everything is
really quite  expensive. By today’s standards, a notable film should cost about
$ 150 million. Most likely, I will never have  such budgets. And we have to
shoot something average. But in the screen-life format, you have no
precedents,  how it should be, you can do whatever you want. No one can tell
you: “Oh, it’s done in a wrong way” or “oh, it  looks so cheap”, or “you do not
know how to shoot”. There is no such thing. If the viewer is watching, if the 
 viewer is experiencing, if he was frightened or laughed, or cried, that all
means that the film is really successful.  

TWO-STAGED EDITING  

This is a story of its own. Because in the case of a screen-life films, editing is
a story about how screens  are recorded during shooting. Later you can
change the elements, to interpret. We have a specially written  programs for
this. One is called leers(?). You know the Final Cut editing program, of course.
So, we just wrote  a plugin (independently compiled software modules) for the
Final Cut, which is specially designed for editing  our films, where you can
record how an actor plays on screen, and then you can edit this to change the  
elements, reduce, lengthen and so on.  

Our editing was divided into two stages, because, as a rule, we first prepare
the animatic* of the film,  that is, a certain preliminary editing assembly of
what we want to see. This can be done without actors, 17 mounted by director
itself. Anything to imagine the whole film, because the original script in our
format looks  quite strange: “Mouse cursor went right to left, then she pressed
and hung there”, “Peter thought, but suddenly a  notification popped up “call
mom urgently”, Peter pressed notification and opened the Skype window”. But
such a scenario is not more foolish than the description of streets, interiors,
and other explanatory remarks in  the traditional film. Nevertheless, the best
way to imagine your future film when you start working in the  screen-life
format is to prepare animatic for yourself.  
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*Animatic - is an animated storyboard. Usually, it is a series of static pictures
shown sequentially, one  after another. The pictures outline the key frames of
the film in simplified form. This sequence of pictures helps  to understand how
a particular scene will look in motion and feel the timing of the scenes. Often,
this sequence  is superimposed with pre-recorded test dialogs and/or
preliminary (reference) sound to make it clear how the  picture works together
with the sound.

COST EFFECTIVE PRODUCTION  

Whereas the production screen-life films requires relatively small budgets, you
now have no more  excuses not to make a film. You can create screen-life-
films alone or with friends. You can create it with  Konstantin Khabensky on
Skype, because you don’t have to bring him, for example, in Novosibirsk, he
can  stay in St. Petersburg or Moscow, while doing other projects. You can
make such a film with any stars, without  a rigid production schedule, because
you can make individual scenes today, do something later, in 2 days, in a
week. Freedom is absolute. Generally speaking, you don’t need any producers,
investors because, in principle,  everything we did, we had done only thanks to
the enthusiasm. In the first film “Unfriended”, people worked  almost for free
because the typical characteristic for this type of film is that the shooting
period is very short.  Specifically, the initial stage is very short - only 6 days for
shooting the entire scenario. During these 6 days,  you can shoot one and a
half hour film very easily. Then we try to complete it, and we are constantly
trying to  shoot something additionally, shoot something again. This is quite
simple - call the actor, saying: “Look, record  for me this phrase instead of this
one.” He says: “How? This will be not synchronously? I will not be 
 synchronous with the lips’ moves”. You answer: “Do not worry, record it”. He
records the desired phrase. You  put it in the editing. Since the non synchrony,
the backlog of sound for Skype is quite organic, you can calmly  change one
phrase to another completely, just the character in the frame will barely
become silent, then go on.  And this is instead of cutting. Moreover, I’ll tell you
a secret that this asynchrony adds the authenticity, And the  actors play much
better, as it seems to the viewer.  

At any time, you can mount from one frame to another, because everything
can be justified by a bad  Skype connection, a freezing of the picture or a lag
of the sound. The scene can be interrupted and continue at  any moment. If
during shooting, you got a poor image, you can cut the picture, the character’s
avatar will  appear, for 5-15 seconds everything can go without the image only
on one sound, and then suddenly the image will return and the scene will
continue. That is, the authors in this format have a million opportunities,
allowing  them to elegantly solve production problems, to creatively invade
the already filmed material and so on.

DIFFERENCE IN WORKING WITH THE CAST  

Casting naturally adds additional reliability to this format, this our new film
language. Therefore,  initially we took actors who are not known by anyone.
So that the audience does not have a feeling that this is a  production movie,
so that it seemed that all this is true. Everything is happening now, and the
viewer at the  moment is simply peeping at someone else’s screen for some
unintentional accident or opportunity.  
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“Unfriended” was very successful in that sense, but then, when the film
“Search” with a fairly well-known  actors John Cho (“Star trek,” “American
Beauty,” “Harold and Kumar”) and Debra Messing (“Bride for rent”,  “Will &
Grace,” “Law and order”) appeared, our view of it has changed. We realized
that if history captures the  viewer, then it quickly ceases to react to the fact
that it is played out by professional and even well-known  actors. The viewer
quickly accepts the rules of the game, and is joins the observation of
characters, in the same  way emotionally responding to their troubles and
problems.

At numerous meetings, novice actors often ask me a question: what new,
maybe special skills does this  format require? In what direction is it worth
developing?  

I will answer as follows: generally speaking, there is no difference in acting in
this format. In some  genres require more credibility, but now comedies are
being shot in this format, someone will start shooting  musicals, and people
will sing there. It’s not unlike any traditional dramatic art. Perhaps, soon there
will be  performances staged in the screen-life, not just films. If in real time to
start broadcasting in the auditorium what  is happening now in my phone, it
will be a performance, I guess.  

But, of course, there are some peculiarities in the work with the actors. First,
we must bear in mind that  we are all real people usually hold a phone screen
very close to our face. Therefore, in screen-life films, you  always see a very
large man’s face. Accordingly, we often use full-face shooting. But there are
other  possibilities. For example, the character is moved 10 feet from his
computer and talking with another person  from afar, because he is afraid of
his companion, or what’s happening on his screen. And then there is the 
 general plan. The stories can be different.  

Second, what is important is that in the screen-life, the actor often becomes
an operator himself. For  example, in the course of conversation character
took the laptop and left the room. Perhaps he continues to go  or even escape,
continuing to communicate meanwhile. When you become operator,
communicating with  someone on Skype, you can decide what can be shown
to the interlocutor you have in the background, you can  do not bother and
stand against the light and becomes a black silhouette. Or vice versa, at some
moment you  turn around and you will be well lit. This can happen accidentally
or on purpose. Shooting our first films, we  suddenly realized that our actors
were operators. You will need to consider this factor while actors’ training,
respectively. But I want to note that the already mentioned Konstantin
Khabensky, for example, used to  understand all these nuances before. I
noticed this several times when Kostya was playing in “Night Watch”. In  one
scene he had a flashlight in his hand, and he walked away from the camera,
which was behind him. And he  was holding the flashlight so that the camera
saw the silhouette of the flashlight, because he knew that  otherwise it would
be simply light background inexplicable for the viewer, if he will hold a
flashlight in front of  him. And he showed the flashlight to the camera. That is,
he understood where the camera is, how the light  falls. He knew where to
stand properly, so that there was the right lighting and a more advantageous
picture. He  was involved in the shooting process, understood not only the
acting tasks, but also the basics of cameraman  skills. 
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And in the screen-life format, it is intensified even more, because now, in fact,
the camera is directly in  the hands of the actor.  

And there is another important feature. In our experience, as I have already
noted, the main shooting  takes 6-7 days. Maybe 8. For the main actors, this is
15 pages of the script daily. That’s a lot of text, and the  actors of the screen-
life must have a good memory to play the long scene as a whole. There are no
stops  when shooting in this format. The scene is shot from the beginning to
the end, and can last 7 minutes without  stopping. That’s what is called
“single-frame” in traditional film. “Profile” this is a very special film in that 
 sense. The scene there lasts for 8-9 minutes, At the same time, I hope, no one
can to tear away. And in this great  merit of the actors. 

DIFFERENCES IN ADOPTING THE MATERIAL  

Important feature in the screen-life films is the very large number of
correspondences, writings on the  screen, in different windows, that is a lot of
text. In this regard, there are difficulties of translating film into  another
language.  

Production budget of the film “Unfriended” was about a million dollars, and
the budget for its  adaptation in 10 foreign languages, creation of regional
versions, was 2 times more. Because it is not even a  language issue but an
issue of culture as a whole. For example, if we adapt film for the Chinese
market, you  should understand that potential audience there simply does not
know what is Google. They have their own  search engine. It is necessary to
completely remake almost the entire artistic world of the film for them to find  
some other solution so that they understand everything.  

There is Yandex, for example, in Russia. Everyone will wonder, including in
Russia itself, if the heroine  in “Profile” will start to use Yandex in England. So
this is a difficult question. In April 2018, we asked our  Cinema Foundation,
which often supports the production of films of our company, to help us to
adapt this film, but I could not explain the expert Committee, the reason for
what it is needed. I tried to tell that in order to  make a “Profile” for the
Russian audience, you need to spend almost as much money as was spent on  
production of the original. Starting with the fact that, in fact, you need to come
up the script again. Because our  people do not know some things or, on the
contrary, the British do not understand what is happening. We can  not just
take a formal translation. Screen-Life language is much more intimate than
traditional film language.  Here you’re watching, London, there is a road, a
street, someone is moving along the road, and you just do not  understand any
inscriptions, but in this format contexts are very important. In Russia, for
example, other Emoji  (emoticons) are used, people use other stickers, we
have a different visual world. Although, thank God, the  Internet is still
common in general at the moment, but we have very specific details of the
Internet space, which  are very important for creating a clear story, an
understandable history.

USING THIRD-PARTY MATERIALS  

On the one hand, during the production of screen-life films there is no control
over you. On the other  hand, there is a lot of responsibility. You can’t
rehabilitate yourself, like, I didn’t do it because I have not found  the money or
because I could not, for example, to shoot the falling plane. 
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If it was very important for you that  the character saw the plane crash, just
take on Youtube the scenes of the falling plane, no matter whose, and  paste
them. We did it in this way in our film. We have a moment where the character
says: “Listen, you see, a  plane is falling. He turns the camera... And then you
just take scenes of the falling plane from the Internet and  paste them, as if
the character turned the camera and showed you what happened. Of course, if
you want to sell  these films for commercial exhibition, you will have legally
“clean” these borrowed scenes. But I assure you,  it’s much easier than
shooting really falling planes or doing it in computer graphics. 

By the way, the use of Skype, Gmail and Facebook logos is not limited to you.
This is a “Public  domain”, public property. It’s like the sky, the mountains and
the sea. It is impossible to patent them. These  companies had at one time
decide for themselves, whether they become public domain in terms of using
their  logos, or they remain brands, each appearance of logos on the screen is
advertising or product placement. But it  is logical that if more than one billion
people use Facebook, it means that they refuse the right to protect their  logo
from unauthorized mentioning or showing in the scene, because this is
already a part of the life of this  billion people. How can I tell you about myself
without showing my Facebook? There are of course some  limitations, they
are called ???, which associated with the fact that we can’t lie or discredit
these companies.  We, for example, can not say that Facebook takes your life
time from you. Although, in a sense, it is.  

And of course, it is better to be scrupulous about intellectual property of
others. In Russia, most often,  this is done by post production producer
together with lawyers. In America, we usually hire person who is  called a
“cleaning manager” and is cleaning up all the rights, because in the visual
field, in addition to the  photo and video footage, the ready scenes that you
want to use, there are a lot of other things: some kind of advertising, some
kind of video from YouTube can accidentally get into your scene. Even if you
bought the  rights to this video, and under this video you have a comment of
real people, and these people there with  pictures on avatars. You need to
either replace these photos with specially prepared photographs or agree on 
 their use. Because most people are forbidden even to be shot using a mobile
phone without their consent. In  America, the rules about this are very strict. In
Russia, it is your personal choice to gamble or not. But there  necessarily
must be a lawyer for the film shooting, because in any case you will have to
conclude a sufficiently  large number of contracts. Let it be the responsibility
of the lawyer for each particular film, and he acts  depending on his
experience in legal practice.

FREE CHOICE OF MEDIUMS  

By the way, computer graphics is also used in screen-life. For example, if you
suddenly come up with a  film about how dinosaurs appeared in Moscow, and
one of them ran up and hit a monument to Pushkin, of  course, you ask your
friend who knows how to do computer graphics, to help you with this episode.
He either  draws for you this dinosaur, as he can. Either will borrow ready one,
but perhaps not very well drawn dinosaur,  and you will insert it into the frame.
You’ll look, and you will not like. It will look ugly. But then you’ll pretend  that
there was a bad connection, when you broadcast a video about this incident
through the screen, will spoil  the picture even more with “interference”, will
put some spectacular sound of a dinosaur blow on the  monument, and, as  
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the result, everything will look quite realistic. Add shots of the chronicle of any  
demonstration from Youtube, some screaming people in the crowd. And you’ll
get a very convincing scene. Of  course, I’m kidding, but I think the principle is
clear.

The language of screen-life assumes a lot of freedom in the choice of artistic
means, because no one has  yet written rigid rules how this should be shot.
That here it is necessary to have the “eight”, and this person  needs to be shot
only in this way, he must look from left to right, and the second person must
be shot so that he  looks on the contrary, from right to left. Then there will be
a feeling that they talk with each other, and it cannot  be done in other way...
The viewer already watched those movies for 100 times. He has studied this
language,  he understands it, and if it will be in another way he will not
understand you.  

In our case, fortunately, there are no such strict rules. We create this new film
language only now, we  come up with new forms and ways of expression.
While, as earlier, in order to share your story, your film with a  million viewers,
it was necessary to have a company like Fox, Paramount to find with their
help an audience  even greater - ten million people, now for a modern
filmmaker, to find this audience, you need just create your  own Youtube
channel or find a friend who already has his popular Youtube channel. If what
you shot is  interesting, then a lot of people will see it. Money is another
question. Now we are not talking about money, but  about success, about the
fact that you can find an appreciative audience by yourself. Therefore, you
have no  more excuses for why you are not shooting your films yet. It is
necessary to get down to business.

Part 4. How to make your own Screenlife movie?  

So, you’ve decided to create your own screen-life movie. What to start with?
And how to go stage by  stage? In this part, we will discuss just this. Some
theses will be repeated, but now it will be important for us to  analyse
everything sequentially according to the production process of your movie.

4.1 DEVELOPING A PROJECT  

Probably, there is an ideal world somewhere, where we have a script, a
character to become a story’s  protagonist, and you need just to start the
production period. Regardless of the movie production format  (screen-life
format or a usual movie), regardless of the story’s genre and theme, the most
important,  fundamental preliminary stage of your production is Research - a
preliminary survey. Moreover, this stage, in  turn, is divided into two parts:  

1. Research of suitable stories.  

2. Research of authentic facts.  

Let us talk about each of these parts.
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RESEARCH OF SUITABLE STORIES

This is an important point of the project development. When you come up with
a story in the screen-life  format, you should take into account that it must be
initially associated with the characters’ use of their gadgets  for the organic
nature of this story. Ideally, the gadgets should play an important role in the
storyline, the  characters either solve some of their pressing problems with
their help, or the characters’ life is motivated impossible without the gadgets.
If the characters can put them aside, meet and communicate without them,
any binding them to the computers or phones will look artificially. The
gadgets should become an integral part  of the characters’ existence.

Where can we find such stories?  

Every time you will be tempted to sit down and come up with a story.
Sometimes you will really succeed.  But our work experience of all this time
demonstrates that the life is a much better screenwriter, it provides us  with
so many stories! In addition, we live in an era when all of us constantly post
fictitious or true stories about  ourselves in the social networks and the
Internet. All of that is so good for us - people who work in storytelling  and
filmmaking. We are given all the tools to make a quite authentic and at the
same time very interesting story.  You just need to like digging the source
material and learn how to research various topics. The suitable stories  can be
found everywhere. In Instagram, Youtube, Facebook, news. The sight can stop
at anything.  

You can search specifically. For example, you decide that you will have a story
about love in the Internet,  or deception, or vengeance (revenge). After
selecting the topic, you define a keyword, after which you launch  the Google
search. You may not to search for anything specific, just periodically visit
Facebook or Instagram,  note something curious there and save it for the
future in various topical folders on your computer. People  working in the
creative industry should basically carry out such work continuously; if
something hooks them, it’s better to put it somewhere with some appropriate
tag or keep in an appropriate place to be able to find it  quickly later.

When you need it, these stories pop up in your head from the archive. Just
something clicks in your head.  Someone says, for example, “stool”, and a
story once read about the stool pops up immediately. They say that  someone
has been locked in a house, and you immediately recall a story about it. On
the one hand, your head  turns into some kind of story repository, even a
trashcan. Still, when you write a script, the topics you need  come up often
being not invented, but taken from real life. 

Here are examples of research we have done to make an anthology of love in
the Internet.  When we first began to develop this topic, we started breaking it
into sections by rubrics. To make  acquaintance with the material, to
understand what it could be about. It was a quite a thorough search, and it 
 finally resulted in the emergence of 15 different real stories about someone
looking for someone online,  someone meeting someone on the Internet in an
unusual way, people developing relationships and finding their  love at a
distance.
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You will not believe how many videos on this subject YouTube has! So many
people upload 10-15-30- minute films recording each of their Skype
conversations with their loved ones. Finally, after 8 months of 
 correspondence communication, they meet at the airport. And this is
constantly shot by someone. Magic music  is playing... What are the reasons
for making films at all? You sit and watch it on Youtube: real people, real 
 emotions. It is very cool.

Or other topics - adultery, revenge, ageless love. We came across quite a lot of
stories about people  meeting in the years when there was no Internet, then
they parted, lived some long life (he had a family, she had  a family), and then
they suddenly found each other on Odnoklassniki, Facebook or somehow else,
and the  feelings flared with renewed vigor.

We had some stories called “saved in social network”.  

Imagine a situation. A girl is talking to a guy. She is in Ireland, he is in
Australia. He is disabled, and  during the Skype talk he falls from his
wheelchair. He cannot get up, he has no phone in his hands. And she is  still in
Skype, in another country. She finds some support phones through
complicated Google searches. In fact,  she needs to call somebody to help
him, somehow remotely open his door to let this person pick up this  disabled
guy and put him into the wheelchair as he is completely immovable and there
is no one at home near  him. In this case, special services came there, broke
the door. She talked to him all this time through, calmed  him down, reported
about what was going on and where. He just had not to panic... Of course,
when searching  for the stories, we cannot hope to get a life story with a ready
three-act structure and everything in place at  once. But the real story may
have something hooking at once, or some final scene, or something very
emotional  or expressive. You just collect amazing material.  

A couple of examples more. A young man celebrated New Year in China and
met a girl. They had a wonderful night. She went away. He took a picture of
her when parting. He knew what US state she was in. He  didn’t know anything
else: no name, no address. Then, he simply decided, “I love her, I can’t live
without her,  let’s find her.” It turned into a huge epopee of searching for the
stranger. Shares, re-shares, posts, reposts. He got  into some news. The story
became a virus. Of course, the girl was found. But that story did not have a
very  happy end, because she already had a boyfriend. And she did not want
him to know about her accidental short love story. Actually, she did not leave
her contacts because of that. Sometimes it happens. This is a whole story  for
a movie: beginning, development, end. So many people hoped for their happy
meeting, and the upshot was  quite art-house, without a happy ending. This is
a great story. We would like to film it very much. Perhaps, we will  get in touch
with this guy somehow and buy the right to film this story.  

There was another variant. The guy broke up with his girlfriend. Before that, he
bought tickets for a  round-the-world trip. The trip was with a lot of stops.
Well, they were to fly from one country to another, then  to the third one, and
so on. And he didn’t have girlfriend then. But he had the tickets and couldn’t
give them  back. So, our guy started looking for a girl with the same name and
surname. He received 1200 applications. He  decided to record this
experiment. At first, it was fun, then it became less. Finally, he found a girl
with  completely coinciding name. 
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Then, they recorded the entire trip, and the whole world watched them, when
and  what would happen, would the “chemistry” emerge between them or not.
“Look, they are hugging in this  photo!” And everyone rushed to discuss. But
this very publicity did not allow them to develop normal relations.  Suddenly,
out of nothing, just a joke, it turned into a virus killing even something getting
born between them.  The expectations of the crowd killed their mutual
sympathy. But this story, this unusual adventure could  become a basis for a
great soap opera. Because you can follow them as a spectator, see the
development of their  relationship and travel with them around the world.

There is another story about the cruel world where we live. A man and a
woman - a husband and a wife -  sat at a baseball match. They were watching
the game, talking nice. At the same time, hugging her husband  with her right
hand, the woman typed a message to her lover with the left one while her
husband was distracted  by the match. American girls sitting behind them
made a photo of her phone and posted the photo on Twitter  with the
following text, “Dear friend, your wife is cheating on you.” Then everything
started growing like a  snowball. It became a virus, got into the press.
Actually, the life of these people was broken, because someone  was just
kidding, laughing. Here, it is very interesting to decide who will tell this story.
We always need to  choose a protagonist. Whose phone shall we use, whose
computer? We will not be able to switch back and  forth. We need to decide
who we are before starting to tell this story in the movie. Are we the helpful
girls, or  the wife typing and discovering that her secret is revealed, or the
cheated husband? Our version of the story will depend on that, on its delivery
and interpretation.

Here is another depressing story. A sister found some beer in the room of her
younger brother who was  only 15. She told it to their parents. They locked the
guy at home for a month. They said, “Enough, no games, no fun.” You should
go home from the school at once and do your lessons. Next, the guy came to
his sister’s  room while she was absent – he had nothing to do, no computer
games, he wanted to entertain himself. He  found a thing, something like a
“must have list”. There, she had a list of schoolmates she would like to have
sex  with. She was already 17-18. There were particular names, particular
desires, what she wanted to do with each  of them and how. Everything was
described very frankly. Then, the guy did a very tough thing. He posted the  list
on Facebook and friended all those people. She wrote to him in panic, “Dude,
remove this list,” because  almost all the boys were from her class and
parallel ones. But this could not be stopped already. The life of the  girl, the
sister of this guy, collapsed. This is a great story of revenge. About one little
action - the sister  complaint of her brother - leading to the destruction of her
life. Besides, this is the story about the terrible  power of Facebook.

This is how the research is generally done.  
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What stories are the best for the screen-life format?

There are many stories already happening and developing in the Internet
space or various devices. You  can think about transferring a scene from the
everyday life to there, but when we initially take, for example, the  story of a
guy keeping an online diary about traveling and searching for a girlfriend on
the Internet, this story is  already in the screen-life format, and it helps us a
lot.

For example, why did we decide to film the book “I was a jihadist” written by a
journalist Anna Erel and  published in seventeen countries in the movie “The
Profile”? Perhaps, it was not Chekhov, but we dealt with a  well-written story.
The journalist wrote about herself sincerely, in detail, and we took 60-70
percent of the  dialogues just from the book. In addition, she showed some of
her recorded Skype conversations with a  recruiter to us. We did not film the
book and the records word by word, but most likely, a part of our film 
 described the reality Anna preferred to skip in her book. The very logic of
events and relationships determines  this reality. However, she did not write it
in the book. We worked on the script with Olga Kharina, by the way,  also on
Skype being in different parts of the world. This story could not have
happened in another format and  could not be filmed in another way.

You can also base the story in this format on something spreading on the
Internet as a virus. Something  having already gained strength and power.
Something having 30 million views and discussions. In Russia, this  does not
happen very often. We rarely have someone desecrated on Facebook so much
that it ruins his whole  life. In American, English and Australian videos, this is
a very common thing. There, everything becomes a  sensation. A lot of
different resources try to do this. We have, probably, only Life.ru working this
way in our  country. But these viral stories are very different. You need to
check them yourself. Would you tell this story to  a friend? Do you have a wish
to share it? Does this story hook you? Does it make you feel anything?  

And the last important point. These should be stories very close and
understandable personally to you. If  you cannot imagine the life of, for
example, Olga Buzova, you will not be able to write about her behavior 26
today in her phone. If you have never experienced the adultery, if you have
never experienced any furious  feelings, never deleted a person from all
notebooks later restoring his number and all of your other  “connections”
again, it will be difficult for you to describe it properly. Of course, you can
discover many new  worlds for yourself, but it is always much better to work
with the stories you have either experienced, or at least  understand
motivation of this or that person, your character, understand his actions. If
you suddenly start  making a story about space, you are to spend a lot of time
with a spaceman. You should research everything  thoroughly, understand it
well and know how it functions.
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RESEARCH OF REALISTIC STYLE.

If you make a historical film as scriptwriter, director, producer, then the matter
of information research  arises for you automatically. You need to read the
biography of the historical character that will be in your film.  You need to
collect photographic materials, video materials, pictures depending on the era
and read the books  about that time, in other words, collect the material in full,
immerse yourself in that world.  

When we make a film about modernity, for some reason it seems to us that
this stage can be skipped. It  seems to us “The film is about modernity, I know
what’s going on around me. I’m making a film about people  like me. Why
should I collect material? Everything is already clear for me”. This is mistake.
Even when we  make a film about modernity, even when we make a film about
life in the computer, about that everyone would  seem to be engaged every
day, about you and your friends, you have to collect information. You need to
collect  a big bible of all that surrounds and fills your story.

It is desirable for you to collect information already at the scripting stage
because it’s almost impossible  to tell a story about someone, even about
yourself, without collecting the information. No matter what the  subject of
your work you still need to immerse yourself in the world of the main
character whether it’s his  profession or his environment, or the place where
he lives. At the pre-production stage, we continue to develop  this activity, we
continue to collect the information. At the pre-production stage, it is important
to collect not  only the history information but also photos and video.

For example, you make a screen reality film where the main female character
represents some  subculture. Therefore, if you write out of your own head the
avatar you will put on the page  of the main female character, you will most
likely think out either something unoriginal or something that will  not be true.
But reliability is very important in our format because we are more responsive
to the screen of the  computer in terms of whether this is true or not. Or what
status did she set on her page, for example? We need  to sit for a while, read
and understand what really excites people like our heroic character. And what
kind of  photos does she possibly have? As well as enriching your on-screen
world, the pre-production stage will help  you to some extent to save you
money because again in your script it is written that she looks through the 
 photos made at the party where she was and took photos. If we are talking
about classical cinema, then, most likely, we will begin to recreate that party,
take photographs there, and spend a large amount of the budget. It’s  much
easier to enter the Vkontakte, collect photos that we like, use Photoshop for
those photos, and all is in  readiness for you. Money is saved, and the main
thing is plausibility.

Same goes for video materials. Again the same example with a party. If that
party is not the center of  your story-telling but simply a flashback or some
story, a big number of events is not played out at that party,  then you can take
a video from any party from YouTube, for example. You can use this as a
conditionally  general plan, and then to indoctrinate your heroic character who
says something much, to unite the sound of  what you found at YouTube and
what happens to your heroic character. And there will be the impression that 
 she is there. Even if you are going to reshoot some event, the same party, it’s
very important to find as many  reference video as possible that could be .
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before you start planning how to shoot it. And here absolutely  everything can
be as reference video. For example, the camera motion references, because in
our format the  operator is completely absent, and for us it is important to
have a plausible camera movement: how people  generally shoot at parties,
how they build the camera angle that gets or does not get into the shot.

Once we witnessed how a man began to spread live broadcasts of his
birthday in Instagram. First we  saw all mutual friends, and we were very far
from our homeland, and then the person brought his phone to  another phone
and began to shoot what is happening in that, someone else’s phone. In other
words, it was like a  3D format. We understand that the “life” of Instagram
gives huge opportunities for our format. Also Periscope,  which, however, fails
to be popular now. Just look at the tools that are now available, or will appear
in the near  future. It is very important in our work to understand how to make
it so that you and your spectators are not  bored. It is important to think up
which scenes will become, as they were called, “trailers shots” or “basic shots  
of history”. Which video shots will make your story visually richer.

This, for example, may be an explosion that you will find in real life, in a
chronicle of real events  recorded by someone. It is necessary to understand
that often the videos that you find at YouTube can be  redeemed. You do not
steal without permission but buy out with money from the author-owner for
some $500.  For example, you have an explosion in the script. You would have
to spend serious money to shoot it for real.  But you have very little money for
this. You spend money on the purchase of ready-made shots. Further you 
 make a “story”* about the explosion. And then you just turn the camera over,
and all you need to do is finish  shoot the reaction of your character to this
“explosion that occurred before his eyes”. That is all.

*Stories (emphasis on “o”) is a fashion piece from Instagram that allows you to
publish short videos or  photos with those events that occur with the author of
the blog, the owner of the page. In addition to the  sketches, you can put a
place, weather and other information in the stories.

And this format of screen-life also allows you to make a shaky video, to be
deceived. For example, there  is some kind of fight. Everything is shaking, you
do not see anything, you understand that people are fighting.  The sound tells
you that someone was slaughtered there. Cries and groans are heard. And
then you shoot separately your bloody character who seems to be turning the
camera, and he’s covered with blood. As a result,  you have such an effect as
if that character had just participated in all this mess.

Now you can find anything on the Internet. We are now watched by a lot of
different cameras -  surveillance cameras, recorders, mobile phones. After all,
there are simply people who shoot something on the  street, and then they
post it, post it on the net, and their video can also be a reference for your film
or directly  ready-made shots.  

In general, the more you collect the information about the story, the photo and
the video, the more  realistic story you will get, the less there will be the
discussions with the group afterwards because when the  dress designer
says: “I see our characters in such a manner, in that costumes”. You can
already say for a reason:  “I do not like the colour of this blouse” or “I think
this style is obsolete but I need another costume”. 
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You will  say: “I looked through fifty pages of Vkontakte with girls of the same
age, from the same city as our main  female character, and no one dresses in
this style, so, probably, if we dress like this, it will look implausibly,  let’s look
for more”. In general, until you have solved this question, I do not recommend
moving on.  

The character ‘s world smoothly appears from the information collection. This
is a key point, it is very  important. It is important from the point of view of
developing a creative project but in fact it is important and  from a different
point of view. The peculiarity of our format is that we really capture the
computer screen and  on those examples of films that we did, we missed this
stage without having such experience, and started to do  it at the stage of
editing. Here we sit down, create a mail (mailbox) of our character whom we
need to get on  the screen. We have a problem that the mail is absolutely not
live: there are no letters in it, it shows that there is  no history, that there are
neither sent letters nor incoming ones. And now we need to sit all night and
create  what naturally accumulates in real life. If you take care of this in
advance, create social pages and mail at an  early stage of pre-production,
before you enter the shooting period, write down the digital world of this
person,  think about what he can be signed up; on what mailing lists, which
groups he is interested in, or sports news, or  political news. At least you will
have spam at least in this box, in which, when you write down the screen, you 
 will have 35 unread mails or, when opening the box, it will be seen that some
life in this mail is going on. You  no longer need to create this artificially in a
hurry during the editing, you do not need to create this in the  process of
filming an acting game. You will already have everything.  

Same goes for social networks. In what social network, most likely, the
character will be registered.  Passing the questionnaire when registering on
the social network you will have already answered many  questions that you
have to ask yourself about the character. How old is he? What city does he
live? What is his  education? What are his interests? You will have to create
pages not only for the main character but also for  those characters
communication with which he will occur within the social network. You will
need to unite  them in friendship in advance, to hold correspondence on
behalf each of them, to feel how they will  communicate with each other. It
will help you to feel the story, and then, in the production, when you need to
hold correspondence under the script, you will not have empty boxes for
communication between them, you  will already have correspondence (date,
time). It will be clear that there was some kind of life up to this point, it  will
not be a wasted time. In addition, usually your character does not have six
friends who are registered in the  script but much more - on the social page he
can not have only six friends, so now you will have to get all your  friends to
add friends to your fictional character so that when we see character in the
film on the screen, it will  be the impression that he has a really large number
of friends. Again, to make a life in the main character ‘s  news line, add him to
some groups to observe his history life in the social network in advance.

And, of course, we must always take into account the characteristics of
different social networks. Which  ones are suitable for your character? Does
he use “Odnoklassniki” or Facebook? Does he behave differently in  each of
the social networks?
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For example, there is a very strict distinction in America. Facebook in the
teenagers’ life is a site where  parents exist. You make your profile. There can
not be any particularly intimate posts because everyone has  already learnt
through a series of painful incidents, the stories that are discussed in the
media. As, for example,  the story of a teacher who once graduated with a red
diploma, and then went, got drunk like a swine wetting in  celebration that
diploma. And suddenly a few years later after that wetting her picture has
appeared in  Facebook. A mother found her and said: “This woman has no
right to teach my child”. In short, even teenagers  are gradually realizing that
Facebook should be treated as an official site. You have a profile there, a very  
decent photo. You have a mother and a father there. You should not post
anything too frank there.

Instagram, another social network, is one post per day. It is very verified, very
thoughtful. Some  teenagers confess that they can ride an hour and a half
because of a single photo in order to take a photo with  this donut which is
sold only in this very specific place. It’s a collection of the likes. It’s “I’m like
that,” “I’m  building myself, my image like this”. Instagram is a site, perhaps, is
not quite honest from the point of view of  laying out the truth about oneself,
nevertheless assumes a huge variety of images. You all face with that and see  
the profiles of your friends. You see that one of your friends, for example,
constantly puts the selfie being in the  gym. Everyone has seen such people.
They measure the toned abs: “Look! And I pumped up the triceps still  here”,
“And today I drank some kind of protein cocktail”. Also, a girl who every other
day puts a selfie with  new cool lipsticks. But the other girl puts suicide posts
all the time. And the third one constantly puts a photo of  his beloved child:
here he took his first step, and here he took another step and a half, and then
he said the  word, and then another half word.

And all this is the whole world. The world of people, characters, and it is  open
to us. You can just enter the Instagram and start studying someone. For
example, you can really g e t  caught up with the Buzova Instagram to just
understand that world, read the comments because there are whole  crowds
of fans and haters. And it’s a cool parser to find your character.

And Snapchat* is a completely different story.

*Snapchat – is a mobile messaging application with attached photos and
videos.

Why did it originally become a virus in America. This is what gave the
teenagers “privacy” (the right to  privacy). The main thing they need now is not
to leave a trace. It started with pictures in a negligee. Snapchat  has a great
function when you send a picture and after 10 seconds it self-destructs. And if
a person from the  other side takes a screenshot you get a notification that he
made a screenshot. And you can present it to him.

In this way, they have a division how and what site and for what purpose they
use it. Therefore, when  developing a script you must take all this into
account.

About believability in screen reality. “Defriend” is a story about a ghost
torturing people via Skype.  Due to the fact that everything looks true, the
viewer is sure that the ghost can really come at night via  Skype.
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However, for example, it is better not to make stories about the future (fiction)
in this format, because,  the benefit of this format - its recognizability “here
and now”. Interfaces on the screens are such as we create  them today. In
addition, the production plus is that you simply capture them. You do not have
to invent and  draw them. If you make a film about the future, no matter
whether it is in a year or fifty years, you will tie  yourselves into knots to find
out how the Facebook interface will look like in 2030. On the other hand, some  
other social networks will have appeared by that time. It is hard to say how
Google will look even in two years,  because it changes constantly.

The desktop is also an important element of the visual world, because
viewers see constantly it in our  format. The desktop can characterize our
character, whether cats or a standard window, thousand files or an  absolute
order is piled up. All these files on the character’s desktop need also to come
up, create. Moreover, this  is the world of the character, this, in fact, is the
artistic solution as well. You can figure out which photo will be  on the screen
saver, what dominant colour will be. This is all the design of your movie, which
will fall into the  frame constantly. Then, in post-production, it is rather
difficult to remake. If you want to change something on  the desktop, you will
have to re-write the entire movie. Therefore, it is better to do something in
advance, try  different options, make tests, write different kinds of programs
against the background of this desktop, see how  it works, whether you like it
or not, it looks stylish or not very stylish.

Previs. Usually in the movie previs (from the word previsualization) is an
animated storyboard of the  film. Most often, previses are used in movies
saturated with computer effects. Especially if the scenes consist  entirely of
computer graphics. In fact, scenes of this type are produced in a similar way
as the animation. First,  we make a storyboard, so we make cuts this
storyboard, mount the frames together, then do 3D models, then we  animate
(this is not the final animation, but pre-animation), make cuts again, and we
get 3D visualization of the  scene how it will look like as a result.

Previs includes, in fact, an editing version of the movie according to your
scenario, in which the whole  screen recording is ready in prefinal quality. That
is, you have already made the previous step in advance, that is, you have
created a desktop, mail, social networks in advance, registered in all the
messengers you need in  the script, created all the characters who will be,
picked up all the sites to which the character will click, all the  news sites,
everything you need according to the script., picked up those videos that he
will probably watch -  they can be refreshing videos, which you then plan to
reshoot. In previs, instead of actors in the frame, you can  shoot yourselves,
members of your production team, your friends, or use an approved casting
for this. In  principle you can use very well preliminary actor’s tests in order to
type pieces from which you can later mount  this very-very rough version of
the film.

At the same time shooting the normal version of the movie, first, you can
already test your script, you  will know by timing exactly what works, what
does not work. Moreover, by the very story - what works and  what does not
work. Maybe you will understand that some scenes should be abandoned.
They are not worth  spending money. By composing the frames, you will see
where you have, what will get into the frame. This is,  in fact, a draft version of
the film, on the basis of which further production planning takes place.
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The creative  development is much easier then. You can do everything in the
previs that can be captured in the screen in the  life of the screen, and at the
end of the work on the pretext, you can have an almost completely finished
film.  You need only to shoot the actors’ play. This is generally an ideal
situation.

Artistic-production project (ХПП or simply ПП).  

The result of your preparatory period (pre-production) is a document called an
artistic-production  project of the film. Most often it is given to your partners,
financial producers, and on its basis they sign that  they understand what you
will shoot later.  

The APP should include the bible of the character - this is all the information
on the character, which  you know at the moment. Copies of screens that you
created, everything, as far as possible, references. Photos  of objects that you
picked up for filming. Photos of the costumes, and separately, and with a
fitting on the actor.  All that you know about him. Also the APP includes a list
of props, used equipment, storyboards, music  references, cost limit
(preliminary draft of the required budget).

ONCE MORE ABOUT WRITING A SCRIPT.  

SOME ADDITIONAL NUANCES.

What other features are there for working on the script in this format? All the
dramatic rules remain in  force. Everything is as usual. The main principle is
universal: the protagonist has “a maximum of desire, a  minimum of
opportunities”. You have a heroine or a character who wants something very
much. She or he has  many obstacles in achieving his/her goal, at least three,
if it is a short film. As a maximum, in every scene, if it  is a large movie. And
every time the rate rises, each time the character tries to do something all
over again.  Every time it does not work. But at the end, he still achieves the
desired goal. It is a very simple scheme.

And you can show it on a simple example from everyday life. Here is the case
that happened with Olga  Kharina, our screenwriter and creative producer:

“... I was in another country, in a familiar city, but in a strange situation. I left
the hotel at 12 o’clock,  with a suitcase and a wet head, because my hairdryer
stayed with friends who lived near the hotel, and it was  minus 3 degrees. I
turned the corner and suddenly found that there was 8% charge on my phone,
I got slight  panic, because charging was also at home with my friends. I came
up, and they had concierges down there.  Thank God, I found that concierge
who knew me, and he passed me. Then I went up, my friends, in theory, 
 should be at home. I called them - first at the door, then on the phone.
Nobody answered. Apparently, they were  sleeping. On the eve, we had a good
walk. Now I was with a wet head and with a suitcase. I had 8% charging 
 already turning into 6%. Moreover, I had a meeting hour later at the other end
of the city. And I was still with a  suitcase and a wet head. I understood that
now everything would be off, and I would have to sit here for three  hours and
wait until they wake up. And I would be late everywhere. I started writing to my
friend with whom I  had to meet; I wrote to her, “I cannot call for me Uber
(taxi). I will discharge the phone right now”. 
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She started  calling me Uber. The taxi drove up to the house, the friend saw it
on the map, sent me a screenshot of her  screen.

Of course, Uber came, and finding no one near the house, the driver canceled
the order. When the friend  called him back, he said, “The metro will be faster”.
What? I wrote to her, “1%.” She wrote, “Aaaa”. I wrote,  “Do not shout, you will
discharge me the phone”. She called me another Uber, and to save my battery,
sent me  only last 4 digits of the number ... That is, it was some kind of hell.
As a result, I finally charged my phone in  Uber”.

In fact, it is just a simple scene about how a person somewhere really needs
to go. You try to write it  down and build it dramaturgically but everything is
already there - the goal, the obstacles and the denouement.  And all this works
to cause emotions.

Now we develop the script “Romeo and Juliet”, try to reframe Shakespeare to
this new, modern  language screen-life. This is a very interesting activity. And
that’s exactly, we designed the scene, how Romeo  tries to write a love poem
and put it in Instagram, and everyone interferes with it. After all, how do we
usually  do everything with you or take a video? Tune in, make a “right” face
and begin to say something on the camera.  And at that moment the phone
rings suddenly. You turn it off, set up again and start a video recording - and
then  you, absolutely at a bad time get sms. That is, the character has a goal -
he likes the girl, he tries to charm her  with this poem. But something
interferes constantly, misdirects him to the intended goal. We just need to find
in  Screen-Life such obstacles that you see in your real life. Just start to
notice how you behave when you work on  the computer, when you
communicate in everyday life. Pay attention to what and how you do. How to
use the  phone, how your friends use it. And you will see how many little
dramas, how many small comedies there are.

Simply the writer must always keep in mind the goal of his character, and
always not help him, but, on  the contrary, in every possible way hinder. The
character should write a poem for the beloved, do not let him  write this poem.
Think of anything. In the end, discharge the battery of the phone. Do anything
you want, but  do not let the character achieve easily the goal. Unfortunately,
most often we see in our work with writers that  they seem to play a giveaway,
in every possible way helping their characters. But this is not interesting to the  
viewer. It is too easy, and therefore boring.

Also in our format, the feature is that we have to tell everything from the first
person. We cannot jump  from one screen to another. The important thing is
the form of writing the script. For example, we write on  behalf of the heroine
working on her thesis on her computer. And suddenly Ivan calls. In the script
in our  format, this should not be an action that someone from outside does,
there should only be what we see on the  computer screen of our heroine or
on her phone. We always set out our story only from this point of view. We  do
not see what happens on the other side. How this conditional Ivan comes to
the phone, dials a number and so  on. We see on the screen of the heroine
that there is a call signal from Ivan. And the heroine somehow reacts to  him
with a click. Or not.
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Or another example. Our heroine sends someone (let us say, under an
incomprehensible nickname) a  message, “I’m pregnant.” Then we see three
points in Facebook’s response message - someone types  something, three
dots ... then three dots again ... and then nothing comes. Someone prints
something long, long,  and does not come. The heroine begins impatiently to
respond to these points. Well, that is, what do we do  when we sent some
important message, and we see this here? We talk to points. We talk with the
phrase that  someone writes there, “And, well? Why do not you keep quiet?”
We start writing 75 messages and the dots will  not all degenerate. We begin
to call this person by clicking on the icon with the tube. And this person drops
the  bell. Then we can, if, for example, our heroine is a hysterical girl, we can
do many different actions. Start to  google, how to make an abortion, or start
to google, some completely different things - for example, “how to  marry a
guy, if you fell”.

It can be very interesting here. This format allows you to get into the head of
your character, really see  the progress of his thoughts and do something that
is very difficult sometimes to be done in the usual, classic  movie format.

Or the same story can be told from a different point of view. The guy receives
the message, “I’m  pregnant”. He writes, “Are you out of your mind?”
Immediately erases. He writes, “We do not need this child  now”. Erases. Dials:
“Honey, let’s meet today at 7 and we will discuss quietly everything”. Sends.
You as a  spectator understood, not only what this character wanted, but also
that this person really thought about the  situation, although he did not
expressed his true position.

When we shot the “Profile”, we realized how many tools there are for this. Up
to the point that unlike  “Unfriended”, when the first time we used such things,
we did special typing (typing - blind method of typing) on the network with our
actress. We had such a multi-pass work. Firstly, we prepared the entire
computer for  her, all the pages of Facebook, which she had to go to, scored
all her Skype contacts. And on the court she  played (acted) with all this, as it
with her whole world.

And we realized that we need to track down those moments when she writes
something long enough,  when this is a very significant correspondence for
her. How important it is at what speed a person types, what  mistakes he
makes. And we have a lot of correspondence in the film. And it is not boring.
We realized how  important it is to hear her breathing; we realized that it is
worth working through the sound and recording it  separately. And then
everything will look real. 

People write differently in different states and situations. If you once are in
the stage of a small or even a  large alcoholic intoxication, and then in the
morning look at the messages you sent to someone, you will want  to throw
away the phone, or erase everything written and sent, but you cannot.
Facebook remembers  everything. And the messages have all gone. However,
in Skype for a very short time you can delete messages.

How do you write an important message? How many times do you choose
each word? “Beautiful,  attractive, funny ...” Which word will be more precise?
The form of the recording changes depending on the  nervous state.
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A person types at a different speed, starts making mistakes that he would not
have made in  normal life. And it is recognizably works, because almost all
people have done this ever. If a person is nervous,  he can hardly choose
words. And at the choice of these words, we understand what he, in fact, has
at heart.

Just start watching yourself. Try to observe the small details, and then
transfer it to your scripts. Because  these parts give a very cool realism of this
format. When we held focus groups, people told us, for example,  what were
their favourite moments in our film: “Every time he googles something”. We
realized that it just  looked realistic, together with the characters; the audience
saw the result of the search. They knew that they  would have done the same.

On the other hand, for example, the audience can hear how our heroine
breathes when she googles. Or  she began to cry suddenly. Nothing happens
on the screen. She just sees the article, reads it and we hear her cry.  And we
just sit together and listen for 30 seconds, as a man cries. And then we see
how the heroine listens to  sad music, and then put the song on repetition
(repeat), and then opens a photo, closes and removes it. Then he  removes it
from the “basket”. We understand that at that moment a whole mini-drama
happened here. And this  allows you to get as close to the emotional state of
the heroine, as much as possible to identify with it.

Simply these are all the same rules of classical drama, but only a little change
instruments. It seems that  you are shackled in this computer box or in this
phone. But in this limitation, there is a super-cool tool for  finding a new movie
language. You try to find a maximum of previously unused opportunities. You
start to pay  attention to what happens in ordinary life, to small dramas in this
computer life, in this small screen or in this  phone. That is, this restriction
can be perceived as your obstacle to the development of creativity. But this is
a very steep obstacle. Which is interesting and very useful to overcome. As
they say, “find joy in limitations”.  In screen reality, in general it is very difficult
to tear off the writer from the director, even from the  editor. Very many things
are born on the editing table; so many things cannot be predicted until the
moment you  do not do it.

4.2. PRE-PRODUCTION

When you conducted the research, wrote the script, developed the world of
characters and even made  previses, you can start casting, planning the
filming, compiling a checkpoint and shooting estimates (cost limit, 
 preliminary budget calculation).

Casting. A very global issue in the production of screen movies, which, I will
honestly say, we have no  answer. We have a dispute within the company, but
perhaps two extremes. The first. Many stories that we tell in  the genre of
screen, it seems like it is a documentary shoot. In principle, we try to make
artistic decisions that  would be such a feeling. Therefore, it is logical to use
unknown actors. In principle, as we did, even in film  “Bitterly”.

We wanted to achieve the feeling that this is just a guy, the groom’s brother,
takes his family to the  camera.
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And, of course, if, apart from Svetlakov, there were more famous actors at
that time, then perhaps the  perception of the film would suffer, because they
would be perceived not as an ordinary family, but as a bell  from relations with
the star actors.

In America, we shot movie “Search” with famous actors. We held focus
groups. Everything was all  right. Also it works. The audience reacted to this
calmly. Despite the seemingly documentary format, the  presence of stars in
principle did not stop them.  

Therefore, here the question, on the one hand, is creative: as a director whom
you would like to see in  the cast. On the other hand, the producer: if there is a
need to sell your movie, use some stars in it, what kind of  story is it, who is
your audience. There is an unambiguous answer. Each director and producer
must take his or  her optimal decision.

What is the advantage of casting for screen-reality films? It can be carried out
at home without leaving  anywhere, without renting out premises for casting.
You will still then watch in the cinema on this actor,  talking, for example, on
Skype on the computer monitor screen. Therefore, you can also use it for
skype, and  everything will be clear. And this expands your possibilities,
because being in Russia, you can cast actors from  America, Australia, Italy
and France, being not in Moscow, you can casting Moscow actors and St.
Petersburg.

In general, casting on skype is cool; there is something alive in it that you get
from your actors. The main thing is that he had a stable Internet. Even the
stable Internet cannot be. The format of screen-life allows  some flaws. The
ideal image that we shoot in a go-about camera or a professional camera, it
still spoil. What  for? If you can save and initially poorly recorded. And if you
have a good story, the characters evoke emotions,  and everything works
dramatically, but suddenly at some point there was a glitch * (as the link is
called in  Skype), the viewer will forgive you for this, on the contrary, he will
say, “Oh, cool”.

* Glitch effect – it is like you see an image on an old monitor, which is too
often dropped to the floor  and vertical synchronization and mixing “float”.
The same “interference effect” happens with the unstable  Internet
connection.

CPP is a calendar and production plan. This is the most necessary document
in the production of  films, without which it is difficult to calculate the budget
and generally move on. The essence of this document  is a description of the
days in which you will be shooting, and planning of what exactly you will do
these days.

Now remember our “Old Testament” and “New Testament” for the production
of screen-life movies.  “Unfriended” is the very first film that was shot all in
one house in seven days. There was no such a  CPP at all, because the movie
was filmed in one shot. In the morning, a whole movie was gone through in
one  and a half hours in one shot as a theatrical production, and in the evening
the same was gone through as a  whole, and so we did seven days in a row
twice a day. In the end, we had 14 shots of the film, filmed in one  shot, which
we could edit as we wanted. This is our “Old Testament”.
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Most likely, your Screenlife film will consist of parts related to a person who is
in a certain space and  talks to someone on Skype, and those parts that will
be closer to the traditional method of shooting, but these  are the videos that
the character looks at or reviews on his computer. For example, as in the film
Dnyukha.  This is the film of the New Testament. There’s just less closed
space, more “real life” filmed on the video - a  large half of the film is a crazy
party that we shot with Action cameras GoPro, on the phone. It was not a 
 traditional filming with all the full production, but from the point of view of the
task, from a planning  perspective it was closer to the traditional screen-
reality movies. Because all the same it was some kind of  development of a
number of “useful” minutes per day, planning what scenes and when we will
shoot, which  actors will be involved in each shot, and so on.

For example, we may have a main character, who is closed in his apartment
during the whole film. We  shoot in one day all that the character has in his
apartment, in principle, all is done in an hour and a half of the  film, as practice
shows, because there is nothing difficult form production point of view there.
It takes two days  maximum, if you want to achieve some incredible acting.

But when in such a static composition of the shot we had three different
characters, and all three were  sitting in the enclosed space of their
apartments or offices, it is clear that the picture turned out somewhat scant. 
 Therefore, we re-filmed one of the characters. This character, the girl, was
moving around the office. There are shots where she is in an elevator with
other employees, and where she is in a toilet, and where she is in an  office,
and where she is in a conference room. The more life you have in different
objects, the more interesting  the shot is.

Again, you have to tell the story first, and secondly, to figure out where and
how to shoot it. In our story,  the fact that the character was in a habitable
space, where there were other people, it’s good, because it  prevented her
from talking, it added embarrassment to her communication with her guy on
skype. It worked for  a story, a novel, besides that it enriched our shot. And in
principle, it could also be removed in one day.

And further. There is a kind of ideal world when you have a script ready for
you, you are ready to shoot,  everything was filmed, everything was edited, and
everything went well. But in our practice it’s never perfect,  because either the
work on the script takes place at the last moment, or the editing takes a long
time. Almost  always we have additional filming of a movie. Again, in case
with the “Dnyukha” we shot the film for ten  days, probably. But then a third of
the film was shot for another two days, because we already knew how to do 
 it. This is to the fact that in the budgeting of the film, its planning, it is
desirable to put in advance these several  days for additional filming and re-
filming. So that it was not a surprise for you. You should provide for
everything. For example, starting from such trifles as not to give the costumes
to the character, and it is better to  reserve a place where you will store them
in case of shooting. Or when you agree with the filming objects,  please
specify in advance whether it will be possible to come later if something
needs to be re-filmed. Or, this is  also not a problem. You shoot this entire
place, all the backgrounds of this object with a camera for yourself in 
 advance, so that you could reproduce them by using computer graphics. Then
you do additional filming of the  actors on a green screen, with the
background ready for you. 
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In general, try to think in advance what can go  wrong and what you later may
still need. The probability is high that you want to do something in the process  
of post-production.

Budget. The example of a budget in the American system is basically very
similar to what is now  conventionally used in film production in a form that
can be downloaded from the Cinema Foundation website.  The form of a
budget will not be different, whether it’s a screen-life movie or a regular film.

The first three columns, which in English are called “above the line” (above
the line of production  budget). This is what does not depend on the number
of filming days. The first line is our script. That is,  payment to writers, editors,
researchers (those who collected working materials and information for
writing a  script). Did you buy the rights to a book, if you make a film
adaptation? And so on, everything that you had to  do with working on a
script.  

The second column is payment to directors and producers who were involved.

The third column is all costs associated with casting. If you still had to rent an
office in order to cast, rent a light, and rent a camera - all is included there.

Next, section two is in fact, the cost of production. This “below-the-
line”(under the line) is something  more often associated with the number of
filming days, with a part of your film crew involved directly in the  shooting
period. This is the payment of your administrative group, this is renting an
office for production, there  is parking near this office. Everything related to
the costs of cameras, lighting equipment, and employees, who  are serving all
this. A camera in the screen-life movies is much cheaper than in the usual
films, because there, in  the first place, fewer people are involved, and
secondly, the equipment itself is cheaper.  

Sound-production is the sound design, sound engineer and all his equipment.
Plus-minus for screen reality movies produced in Russia, this budget line will
be the same as in the production of conventional films,  because you still
need a sound engineer, a standard set of equipment, all these loops, mixers
and stuff.

Electrician and grip* are everything related to lighting, everything related to
the wires that you will  connect the commutation between computers,
cameras and all other devices.

A grip * is a senior mechanical worker (Eng. Key Grip) who is attached to the
production operator and  controls the work of all the equipment associated
with the filming equipment on the set.

Art is everything that is related with the art department. In one way or another
you will need a director  because all the characters are in one or another
object, space, which must be prepared.  Most likely, you will also need
costumes, greasepaint, and make-up.

Location* is everything, that is related to the rent of a location for shootings.
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* Location-manager (from English word ‘location’ is a room, a location,
determination of a place for  something, deployment) is engaged in search and
preparation of places for shooting a film or a telecast.

When we were shooting in America, there were very strict rules. And, despite
the fact that we usually  shoot simply on a mobile phone, and in principle no
passer-by ever in my life would have guessed that we are  shooting a movie,
administrators still try to take permission to shoot, so as not to have any
problems.  If you are shooting in Russia, then you can ignore this when
shooting this format. No one will run  around with questions, why did you
shoot on a mobile phone or on GoPro on this street, having no permission.  If
it looks like you are just filming a home video, walk and talk to someone on
Skype, do not interfere with  passers-by, do not block streets with your
movements, do not interfere with neighbours, do not block an  entrance, and
so on. That is, you do not cause any inconvenience to other people who can
complain about you.  If nothing like this happens, then in the “location” line in
the screen-life movies there can be much saving.  And another example. When
the movie “Profile” was filmed in England, the English group convinced  us
that it was necessary to set up shot in the so-called “professional filming
apartment”, the owner of which  allows filming. I had to rent this apartment as
a compromise option, finalize it for the production directors,  requisitors,
finish it up to the point that it was fine for filming. Although, in fact, you can
go to Airbnb (the site  where renting without intermediaries is possible, it has
a large selection and low prices), take any ready 39 apartment, which suites
your character more, you may quietly do what you need without saying
anything to the  owner, come and shoot everything on the computer and that’s
it. Again, if you have a very small film crew and  you know that you will not
break anything in the apartment, you will be responsible and serious in dealing
with  this matter. Renting an apartment at Airbnb is many more times cheaper
than renting that apartment for  shooting. Therefore, when you choose a linear
producer or an administrator, you immediately warn him that  this is also a
creative work. There is even more than usual, because there are many
opportunities to think of  how to shoot cheap, while making it look more cool.

Transportation is everything, that is related to transport. Ideally, in the
Screenlife movies this budget line  has zero, because in principle you do not
Need generators, makeup-wagens and so on. But some costs can still  be. In
the budget of Russian films, there is often such a position as “junk-wagens”
which is some kind of truck  that decorators ask you to rent to transport on it
different rubbish, with which they want to decorate objects. It’s  also possible
that the costumers will ask you for a car to carry the costumes. But in an
ideal, this line should go  to zero.

And, in general, that’s it, as for the the budget of the production.

And then you have “post-production” and “other expenses” in the budget.

Editorial is everything related to the editing: costs of payments to editing
director, all his assistants,  sound editing, mixing, renting of editing rooms.
This line in screen-life films is often more than in ordinary  films, because the
editing process often takes longer than shooting. If the usual film can in
principle be edited in  two months, we never were able to edit a screen-life
film during this period. This process takes from half a year  to a year.
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Again, if you had a previs prepared in advance, then it can be much faster,
since you clearly know  what you will do. If there is no previs, and you changed
the script as you go, then the editing can take quite a  long time, so the
“editorial” is often a rather expensive line.

Laboratory is all that is associated with color correction, film printing and so
on. Naturally, color  correction is minimal, printing of the film is likely to be
completely disbanded soon, and it will not be  necessary to deposit it
anywhere for archival storage.

Post-sound. Sound is very important for screen-reality movies. Most likely, the
line of sound you have  will be comparable with any other feature film,
because the work on editing the sound, over the post-production  sound will
go about the same way as it goes in conventional films.

Music is something that is related to music.

Accounting, legal insurance is the costs for bookkeeping, lawyers and film
production insurance. This  is necessary, for example, in America. Obligatory
will be liability insurance for both the crew and actors, and so  on.

Marketing is most often be the minimum cost of marketing, such as:
preparation of the presentation,  production of your version of a trailer, your
version of the poster. Usually all the marketing costs are already at  the
distributor. They are not in your budget. Here it is some very minimal costs
that you make in order to  correctly present the film to potential distributors.

Composition of the crew. It affects our budget very much, but there are some
peculiarities. We had  examples when we shot one of the films in America.
The director insisted that he wants a classic film crew with  the production
designer, the production director and so on. And the result was really worse,
because all these correct illuminated shots, rooms prepared by the
production designer, which are evidently not inhabited by the  characters,
showed that this is all a falseness, which in our format is felt more than in
ordinary cinema. So it  often happens that the functions of the operator and
the artist-producer in the screen format are taken by the  video producer.

We put the Editing Director first in the list of the film crew, because, as
already mentioned, the editing  of screen reality is a more complicated,
labour-intensive process than in ordinary films. And the editing director  is
your friend, comrade, co-author, together with him you will make a film. This is
the key figure. Therefore, if  in the usual films one can find an editing director,
when the material has already been taken off, and try with  different
candidates, then in the case of this format, the editing director should be
taken already at the stage of  the pre-introduction. i.e., at the stage of
finishing the work on the script. And together with him you will create  all
these screens, so that the editing director is actively involved in this process,
so that he is with you on the set  and actively provides you with technical
support. And then, together with you, he would edit the footage.

The Second Director in your group is, in principle, optional. It depends on what
you are doing on the  plot of the film. Or do you have six people locked in the
same house, or is it closer to when there are many  different actions in
different locations.
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The Technical Director is the position that is usually absent in usual filming,
because there is a  director of the film crew, and all that concerns the
technical part, it’s all standard and understandable. In the  format of the
screen reality your effectiveness depends on how correctly you connect your
cameras, computers,  how you organize a recording during filming, how your
screens that were shot in advance would be loaded or  not loaded to your
actors. During the filming, there are a lot of technical subtleties. Especially
since technology  is something constantly improving. When a year ago we
shot, for example, with an iPhone, the camera was not  as good as now, it was
impossible to do a screenfetch*.

* Screenfetch is a program for outputting to the terminal ** of information
about the distribution and  hardware. It is popular for making screenshots of a
desktop.  

**Terminal is a hardware, a I/O device connected to a central computer that
allows the user to interact  with it. It is designed to enter commands and
display the result of executing commands in some way (for 41 example, on a
monitor screen).

You need a friend, companion who will know all the latest technological
innovations, who will tell you  which equipment is better to use. And who will
tell the most important thing how to properly save the material,  because the
most offensive thing is, if you have something shot for a long time, and then
suddenly you have  nothing recorded or not saved. And then the same expert
will help you to properly handle this material, because  there are features of
different equipment: one can shoot 24 frames per second, some other - 25. It
is necessary to  provide for everything in advance, because then there can be
many different problems: it may happen that the  sound is not stabilized or
something else. Therefore, you need a technical director. It can be your
sysadmin *,  for example.

* A colloquial name is sysadmin (Eng. sysadmin). System administrator is
literally “administrator of  the system”), IT, is an administrator, an employee,
whose job responsibilities involve the provision of regular  work of the
computer equipment park, network and software.

A more or less good sysadmin, in principle, can cope with this. This can also
be an editing director, if  the guy’s got mad tech skills and understands how to
properly save files, or can figure out how to do it  correctly. Usually, sorry for
sexism, these are the guys who are well-versed in technology. For example,
we  found out that the GoPro camera cannot simultaneously record image and
be charged. And our handy-men took  this camera, cut off the wire, inserted it
into the USB port of the computer, and since then it started to  simultaneously
charge and shoot. Every technician knows some tricks , which most likely be
in need during  filming, like: “But nobody has ever done that way, but we need
to figure out how to do it after all.” That’s why  here you will need a tech-
savvy.

The administration is most often is small on such films, it is enough to have
one strong administrator.  And in principle, for this type of film, you should not
inflate the group. The more compact, the less you group  you have, the easier
it will be for you to implement the “guerrilla approach” to filming: quickly
came, quickly  removed (even without special permission), quickly left.
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The smaller is the group, the more efficient is the production. By experience, it
is an often case that  during filming half the group just sits and does not know
what to do. And if everyone knows what he is doing,  and you know about
each person, why he is needed, then your shooting will be more effective.

Again, you have to be particular, whether you shoot in the apartment, where
you will have a small  group, or you are shooting, for example, a party where
you will have a larger group, because a crowd is  involved, episodes, lots of
costumes, makeup and light, and you have a more complicated camera.

4.3. Production and post-production.  

There are two global technologies for shooting cinema shots and scenes in
the format of screen-life. One 42 type of technology: you shoot each actor
separately, as it often happens in movies. You shoot in one direction,  then
move, reshoot in another direction, and the actor has already left to perform in
the theatre, but his  dialogues are transferred to his partner by anyone who is
present at the film set at the moment. Here is the  same. The actor plays with
the director or imagines who he is talking to. The second type is when the
shooting  of one person is completely finished, and the second one is already
playing with the recording of the first. The  ideal option is the third type - when
you have all the characters communicating in person, although they are in 
 completely different places.

For example, we have a scene in the film where the guy is in his apartment,
while the girl is riding in the  car. It is better when it is all played live.
Technologically, it is not a problem. They talked via Skype. The  camera shot
her separately and he was shot in the apartment separately. The administrator
goes with her to  make sure nothing happens, another one sits with him in the
apartment, so that nothing happens to him too.

It is related to our film shoot and production schedule planning. When you
have a script, you start  planning - either alone, or together with an executive
producer, or with a second director (although the second  director is not
always necessary for such films, as he does not have such workload as it
usually happens  shooting big pictures). You think how you will shoot it, what
parts of the film you will shoot in parallel, when it  is better to shoot actors
separately and then mount such scenes. It is clear that if we shoot three
actors who are  in completely different places, the production itself requires a
little more time, because there are much more  screw-ups (technical) than if
they were all in one house as in Unfriended where everyone is under control, 
 under supervision, where there are no problems. In general, each time you
decide yourself how best to shoot.

When we talk about screen-life movies, we mean the films that can be in two
formats. They are the  films that tell stories through the computer screen, and
the ones, that use the mobile phone screen. If these are  the films that are told
through the mobile screen, then most likely your main character is not all the
time in the  same space. He is more mobile, he moves, consequently, it will
also affect your film shot planning, production  and how you do it.

In any case, on average, the screen-life movie is shot not more than a week,
no matter what would happen there. If it takes more than a week, you most
likely come up with something that you do not need to  show in the format of
a screen-life.
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ACTING FEATURES  

Should the footage (playback) be shown to the actors? Actually, it is not
necessary. This can disorientate  some actors, or vice versa it can help
others. But the likelihood that you will confuse them is great, because  having
seen the take recording, they will think that they could have played better.
And, in fact, the more the  actor at ease in his movements, reactions in our
format of the screen-life, the better, because our task is to make  the public
believe it is true, that any person would also behave in the same way being the
main character. Therefore, the more naturally they react to what is happening,
the better.

In this format, as it turned out through trial and error, it is much easier to
splice the takes between  each other. In a traditional film, you can make
seventeen takes, until you get the perfect acting, because you  know that
when film editing, you usually have to work with the full takes, sometimes you
just cannot cut them,  you cannot do anything, if the character does not
disappear from the screen during the whole scene. Therefore,  you need to
shoot the actor’s monologue until he ideally acts it. You do not let him go and
will make as many  takes on the film set as need until you get the result you
need. When Levan Gabriadze shot “Unfriended”, he  also made the takes, until
he got the ideal variant, because there was a fear that otherwise it would not
be  possible to glue them together. When we started to edit, it turned out that
everything was much simpler. We add  “glitch” (computer glitch) and combine
two different takes. Nobody will ever understand that you have  different
takes. As if in Skype there was a short communication fault.

HOW TO ALTERNATE BETWEEN THE SKYPE WINDOWS SHOT?  

In fact, a lot depends on the program where you record, because Skype
determines also automatically  who is in the large window and who is in the
small one. Again, this is your creative solution. If you think that  on the basis
of the take’s light and the composition, the reaction of the actress it is more
important for her to be larger and all the others to be smaller, then you decide
for yourself that at that moment she will be larger and  the rest actors will be
smaller. In the same movie “Unfriended” we chose the way we wanted. In fact,
it was not  always the case that Skype automatically did, and when it was
more important for us to see the larger reaction  of a character, we could use
a close-up. Even if he did not say anything, although Skype takes the close-up  
more of the one who speaks.

HOW TO STRIKE THE ACTION TIME ON THE SCREEN?

As in an ordinary movie, this is your creative solution. For example, every time
a day passes, you turn  on the computer again, it is downloading and the new
date and time are displayed. 

WHAT CAMERAS ARE BETTER TO USE FOR FILMING?

There is no sense at all in renting expensive cameras like RED, ARRI ALEXA
and so on. We shoot most  often with the help of two GoPro cameras, which
are mounted on top of the laptop monitor, and record  simultaneously on the
web camera of the laptop itself. 
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The latest MacBooks have the webcam with quite high  resolution for HD.
Moreover, most often we do not open the image on the whole screen, it goes
to some part of  the screen. You can mount an iPhone with tape and shoot on
iPhone. The iPhone 4k’s resolution is enough to  show the film in the first hall
of the Moscow cinema “Oktyabr”, so that no one will suspect that you were 
 shooting on an iPhone. So the only thing you need to do when shooting on
GoPro is to ask actors to look a little lower than the camera is installed.
Otherwise, it will be clear that the characters look a little bit higher than the 
 average person does. And it will be really noticeable on the scale of the big
screen in the cinema.

WHICH LAMPS ARE TO BE USED?  

It all depends on your creative visual solution, on what you want to see in the
takes the result. But  usually the light is minimal in this format. When we
shoot with the help of a computer, we attach a special neon  tape to it, which
gives a sense of brightness, as if it a very bright screen, and that the face was
slightly more  evenly lit. The actress is usually lit a bit more with light, but it
can be a household appliance such as a table  lamp. Once we reshot the
actress many times, and the last time was just in the office of the company 
 “Bazelevs.” We did not have any lighting equipment. And the actress had only
half an hour to shoot everything  we needed. We used the usual lamp from the
table to make her brighter and that was all. That is, this format  allows us to
have flaws and inaccuracies in the image quality.

SEPARATE QUESTION IS EDITING  

Plan what is possible not to shoot at all, what is easier to buy, to borrow
archival material from YouTube  or any other places, and your task will be to
adopt some footage that is not yours with the help of any editing  method.
Moreover, you can already assume all this at the stage of the initial collection
of reference material and  the creation of a pretext, and in the course of
production decide you can decide what is worth reshooting, and  what is
easier to use from the material shot by others.

The same is with sound. Unlike the operator, it is necessary to have a
recording engineer on on the film  set - a person who understands how to
record a sound correctly, and how to properly work with it. Each crew  invents
some tricks of their own how to record a sound so that when there is a
conversation on Skype there is  no echo, the voice of a person, and the voice
on Skype are being recorded simultaneously, and other details that  may
appear.

Part 5. Afterword. Perspectives of Screenlife?
The main events of our life are going on on-screen nowadays.  This can relate
not only to the fiction films, which is obvious, but the documental, educational
and  popular-science films. We have launched the project called 19/68 Digital.
This is the history of year 1968; in  2018 exactly 50 years – half a century –
passed. Every week an episode about the same week 50 years ago is  shown.
But this story is told in an up-to-date language clear to the modern generation,
as if Internet and cell phones existed at that time.
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Every episode lasts for 7-8 minutes. We are making it together with our
partners – Mikhail Zygar and  Karen Shannyan. You may know their 1917
project which was very successful and inspired them (and then  me) to create
this screen life show to be launched on cell phones.

Clickable video will also be there. Having watched everything about year 1968,
you will be able to click  any window or clickable zone and explore the real
Internet. This means that there will be no borders between  the film and reality
for the first time in history. When watching any content, you can exit it any
moment and go  to any link for any details. These are the completely new
opportunities of material presentation.

If we are talking about the past projects and non-standard genres, in
December 2017 we have launched a  project together with Mail.Ru and
Vkontakte. This was the ceremony of VK Music Award distribution, the 
 master of which was Pavel Volya. The online broadcasting in 9:16 format
(vertical video) was performed. This  format is not used on TV, but this is the
most popular type of online video content: most users watch it on their 
 mobile devices. All the award nominees took part in the online broadcasting,
despite their location – they went  on air from their smartphones. And
everyone was watching the phone of Pavel Volya who was distributing 
 awards to all the musicians at a distance. This was another experiment in the
area of new artistic language of our  screen life format.

And before that, in April 2016 the online reality show “On Screen” was over,
which was produced by  Bazelevs studios; the partners were the largest
Russian video service Rutube and Vkontakte social network. The  idea of this
show appeared while working on our first desktop horror movie “Unfriended”.
The members of the  new, completely interactive project found out if the
refusal of real life in favour of virtual is possible: the  participants spent 8
weeks on their own in isolated areas, communicating with the outside works
only via  Internet. The show content was formed by the viewers, thinking of
tasks for the members – for example,  learning Photoshop, filming a certain
clip, etc. In total around 1.2 million people watched the show.

About TV projects. Our format works the best for cinema theatres and on PC.
The cinema theater  means the surprise effect from seeing your tiny screen
on a large screen. In “Unfriended” this worked  fantastically, because the
sound was very good as well. It indeed was interesting, unique and exciting.
And  when dealing with a small computer, there is a wish to move something
with your mouse while watching. You  have a feeling that it all takes place to
you, not the character. While watching TV you do not have such feeling.  For
example, let’s take the 2014 “Web Therapy” show starring Lisa Kudrow. There
is not too much screen life,  just stories about people talking via Skype, and
that is all. A similar example is a native THT series “Sveta  From the Other
Side”, where the main character is wheelchair-bound and therefore
communicates to other  people via Skype only, pretending to be psychic.

In all, the screen life format is very suitable and organic for TV. For instance,
we have one of the new  projects – a reality show in which people open their
screens, and we have a special program able to broadcast  from your screens,
like Stories of Periscope. But our program allows sharing your screen to
millions of people  and leaving it clickable. 
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This means that you can open your screen, telephone or computer, and all
people can  watch it – watch what you are doing and even click, search for
your phone book, etc. This is similar to “The  Truman Show”, but for real
people ready for this.

There must be a million other ideas to use screen life for TV. News, for
example. The 19/68 project we  are making with Mikhail Zygar, is the new
format of news – infotainment, if you wish.  

*Infotainment (from information and entertainment) is a way of providing TV or
radio material with the  purpose of both entertaining and informing the
audience.

We are making this project about year 1968, but we also can make one about
today by just recording the  events, making Internet reviews as a screen life
film; the broadcaster goes from one web site to another,  commenting the
events happening in the world. It is similar to Let’s-Players reviewing video
games or  commenting the goods for the electronic sellers. News can be
commented as well, and talk shows can be  created, because people can be
recorded, and their screens can be seen during running the show; it means not  
only seeing the “talking heads” in the studio, but also seeing their laptop
screens where they prepared the  discussion materials and selected the
questions for each other. You can agree that it would be very interesting to
 see the preparation process and the way of thinking instead of the result only,
and also to see the other side of  the officials and their position. This would
become the new step in the interactive television development.

And a little bit more about the new technologies.

As we were the pioneers in the screen life format and this area of the cinema,
we have to create our own  instruments. The complicated filing cameras are
not needed in this format, and we created our own recorders  helping us
record the image. It was important for us that everything being recorded, the
actor’s face and all  other details would be recorded at the same time, but all
the elements could be edited later. But all the recorders  existing at that
moment recorded the flat image only. We have been working for two years
and finally  developed a technology allowing recording not just the video flow,
but also the code creating this video image.  This means we learned how to
record the program code and therefore to manipulate the recorded images.
We  can move and change all the elements of the screen in any part of it after
the recording, during the  post production and editing.

And, most importantly, we learned how to record the clickable screens. This is
important not for the  theatrical format, but for the Internet views. This means
that all the screens you can see in our movies while  watching them on your
laptop or telephone can be clicked. This is going to be the truly interactive
cinema,  which is going to lead in the future – we are sure. 
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